
Memoir Of Forgiveness Survival And My
Journey From Homeless To Harvard

Growing up, my life was far from what one would consider a typical childhood. I
never knew the warmth of a stable home, the comfort of consistent meals, or the
security of a loving family. Instead, my early years were marked by constant
uncertainty, financial struggle, and the pain of abandonment. However, within the
depths of my struggles, I found a resilience that would lead me down a path of
forgiveness, survival, and ultimately, to achieve my dreams at Harvard.

The Dark Days

As a young child, I experienced the devastating impact of homelessness
firsthand. Our family faced constant eviction notices, forcing us to bounce from
one temporary shelter to another. The nights were cold, the days were harsh, and
the weight of uncertainty weighed heavily on my shoulders.
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I vividly remember the hunger that echoed in my stomach, the longing for warmth
and stability that seemed unattainable. Yet, even in my darkest moments, I found
solace in the power of education. School became my sanctuary, a safe haven
where I could escape the hardships of my reality, if only for a few hours each day.

The Journey to Forgiveness

Forgiveness was a concept that eluded me for many years. How could I forgive
those who had left me to fend for myself in a world that seemed determined to
keep me down? It was only through the immense strength of my spirit that I was
able to find compassion and release the burden of anger.

I chose forgiveness not for the sake of others, but for the sake of my own healing.
Holding onto resentment only chained me to my past, preventing me from
embracing the opportunities that lay ahead. By forgiving those who had wronged
me, I allowed myself the freedom to focus on my own growth and transformation.

A Journey of Survival
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Survival became my everyday mantra. I learned to navigate the complex systems
that perpetuated poverty and homelessness, knowing that each day was a battle
for a better future. I worked tirelessly, studying late into the night by the dim light
of the shelters and public libraries.

Despite facing countless obstacles and a society that often overlooked those in
need, I refused to let my circumstances define me. Armed with resilience,
determination, and an unyielding desire for success, I embarked on a journey that
would take me from homeless to Harvard.

A Dream Comes True

My acceptance letter from Harvard was a testament to the power of perseverance
and resilience. It represented years of sacrifice, hard work, and unwavering
dedication. The long nights spent studying by the glow of a flickering candle had
finally paid off.

Walking across the prestigious campus of Harvard, I couldn't help but feel a
sense of pride and accomplishment. I had defied the odds, shattered societal
expectations, and carved out a path for myself that was once unimaginable.

Lessons Learned

My journey from homeless to Harvard has taught me invaluable lessons that I
carry with me every day. It has reminded me of the strength of the human spirit,
the transformative power of education, and the importance of forgiveness in
freeing oneself from the past.

Now, as I stand at the threshold of new beginnings, I remain committed to using
my experiences to uplift and empower others. My story is a testament to the fact
that anyone, regardless of their circumstances, can overcome adversity and



achieve their dreams. It is a reminder that our past does not define us, but rather
serves as a source of strength and resilience.

The Journey Continues

My journey from homeless to Harvard is far from over. As I continue to pursue my
studies and seek opportunities for growth and success, I know that there will
always be new challenges to face.

But with each obstacle, I am reminded of the journey I have already taken, the
battles I have already won. And I find solace in the knowledge that no matter what
lies ahead, I am armed with the tools necessary to overcome, thrive, and inspire
others.

“"Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time
we fall." - Confucius”

So, as I embrace this new chapter in my life, I carry with me the lessons of
forgiveness, survival, and resilience. And with each step forward, I am reminded
of the incredible journey that has brought me from homeless to Harvard.

This article is a glimpse into the memoir of an individual who triumphed over
adversity and emerged as a shining example of what is possible when one
refuses to be defined by their circumstances.
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In the vein of The Glass Castle, Breaking Night is the stunning memoir of a young
woman who at age fifteen was living on the streets, and who eventually made it
into Harvard.
Liz Murray was born to loving but drug-addicted parents in the Bronx. In school
she was taunted for her dirty clothing and lice-infested hair, eventually skipping so
many classes that she was put into a girls' home. At age fifteen, Liz found herself
on the streets. She learned to scrape by, foraging for food and riding subways all
night to have a warm place to sleep.
When Liz's mother died of AIDS, she decided to take control of her own destiny
and go back to high school, often completing her assignments in the hallways
and subway stations where she slept. Liz squeezed four years of high school into
two, while homeless; won a New York Times scholarship; and made it into the Ivy
League. Breaking Night is an unforgettable and beautifully written story of one
young woman's indomitable spirit to survive and prevail, against all odds.
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